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Abstract
Klinefelter syndrome (KS) occurs in 1:600 males and is associated with high morbidity
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and mortality due to diabetes and cardiovascular disease. Up to 50% of men with KS
have metabolic syndrome, a cluster of features conferring increased risk for diabetes
and cardiovascular disease. These cardiometabolic (CM) risk features have not been
studied in adolescents with KS. The objective of this cohort study was to compare
CM risk features in adolescents with KS to controls matched for sex, age, and BMI z
score. Fifty males with KS (age 10–17 years) were well-matched to male controls
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(n = 50) for age (14.0 ± 1.7 vs. 14.0 ± 1.5 years) and BMI z score (0.3 ± 1.3
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greater waist circumference percentile (p < .001). Despite a normal BMI, the preva-

vs. 0.4 ± 1.2). Three CM risk features were present in 30% of adolescents with KS
compared to 12% of controls (RR 2.5, 95% CI 1.1–5.9, p = .048). The KS group had
significantly lower HDL cholesterol (p = .006), higher triglycerides (p < .001), and
lence of CM risk features was very high in adolescents with KS, particularly for central adiposity and dyslipidemia. The pathophysiology of this metabolic profile
independent of obesity needs further investigation to facilitate prevention of the
high morbidity of cardiovascular disease and diabetes in this population.
ClinicalTrials.gov identifiers: NCT01585831 and NCT02723305.
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I N T RO DU CT I O N

Juul, Birkebaek, & Gravholt, 2006; Price, Clayton, Collyer, & de
Mey, 1985; Swerdlow et al., 2001; Swerdlow, Higgins, Schoemaker,

Klinefelter syndrome (KS) describes males born with an additional X

Wright, & Jacobs, 2005; Swerdlow, Schoemaker, Higgins, Wright, &

chromosome, most often with the karyotype 47,XXY. KS occurs in

Jacobs, 2005). In a large cohort study of 3,518 men with KS, the stan-

approximately one in 600 males and is associated with a variable phe-

dardized mortality ratio for CVD was 1.3 (95% CI, 1.4–1.7) and 5.8

notype, including neurodevelopmental and physical features, though

(95% CI, 3.4–9.3) for T2D (Swerdlow, Higgins, et al., 2005). Together

small testes and impaired spermatogenesis seem to be constant across

these cardiometabolic (CM) conditions contribute a substantial burden

cases (Smyth & Bremner, 1998). Past epidemiological studies from

on this population.

England and Denmark have found that men with KS have a higher

Metabolic syndrome describes a constellation of features that

morbidity and mortality due to a variety of conditions, among them

confer an elevated risk for the development of CVD and T2D (Haffner

cardiovascular disease (CVD) and type 2 diabetes (T2D) (Bojesen &

et al., 1992; Isomaa et al., 2001). Clinically measurable features that

Gravholt, 2011; Bojesen, Juul, Birkebaek, & Gravholt, 2004; Bojesen,

are classically identified to contribute to this CM risk include central
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adiposity, elevated blood glucose, high triglycerides, low high density

there has been no previous study of CM risk factors in adolescents

lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, and hypertension (Al-Hamad &

with KS. Understanding the evolution of CM dysfunction throughout

Raman, 2017; Bussler et al., 2017; de Ferranti et al., 2004). If at least

the lifespan of individuals with KS is necessary to guide development

three of these features are present, metabolic syndrome can be diag-

of preventive and early intervention strategies. In addition, further

nosed, although the meaning of this diagnosis in youth is not defined.

exploration of the role of testosterone in CM health in youth with KS

Though this unfavorable CM profile is common in the general popula-

is needed. To fill this gap, we compared prevalence of CM risk fea-

tion, individuals with certain genetic conditions, including KS, seem to

tures in pubertal adolescents with KS to healthy controls matched for

be more susceptible. Studies on the prevalence of metabolic syn-

BMI z score, sex, and age. As a secondary objective, we compared

drome in adults with KS report that up to 50% meet criteria for diag-

these outcomes between individuals with KS on TRT to those not on

nosis (Bojesen et al., 2006; Bojesen, Juul, et al., 2006; Gravholt,

testosterone.

Jensen, Host, & Bojesen, 2011; Ishikawa, Yamaguchi, Kondo, Takenaka, & Fujisawa, 2008; Pasquali et al., 2013). A study of 70 Danish
men with KS found that central adiposity was particularly prevalent

2

METHODS

|

and strongly associated with metabolic syndrome and other markers
of insulin resistance (Bojesen, Kristensen, et al., 2006). However, the

2.1

|

Ethical considerations

controls in this study were not BMI matched with the KS group and
many men with KS were obese, raising the question of whether the

All protocols were approved by the Colorado Multiple Institutional

poor CM profile is unique to KS or simply secondary to obesity.

Review Board (#11-0874, #16-0248, #06-0665, #03-713, #07-0988).

Hypogonadism is likely a contributor to central adiposity and CM
risk in individuals with KS (Bojesen, Kristensen, et al., 2006; Chang,

All parents of participants provided informed consent and participants
provided assent prior to any study procedures.

Skakkebaek, & Gravholt, 2015). Hypogonadal men in general have
higher rates of metabolic syndrome than eugonadal men, and testosterone replacement therapy (TRT) has been shown to improve some

2.2

|

Study design and participants

CM outcomes in this population (Isidori et al., 2015; Traish, Haider,
Doros, & Saad, 2014). In KS, the literature is more mixed, with several

This is a cross-sectional study comparing CM risk features in adoles-

observational studies finding no differences in CM outcomes between

cents with KS to controls. Participants with KS had confirmed

men with KS who had received TRT compared to those who had not

nonmosaic karyotype of 47,XXY and were recruited from the eXtraor-

(Gravholt et al., 2011; O'Connor, Snyder, & Hayes, 2019; Pasquali

dinarY Kids Clinic at Children's Hospital Colorado, national advertise-

et al., 2013; Salzano et al., 2018). A recent randomized placebo-

ments to clinicians caring for patients with KS, and community

controlled cross-over trial of 6 months of exogenous TRT in 13 adult

advocacy groups including the Association for X and Y Syndromes

men with KS demonstrated that TRT led to favorable changes in body

(AXYS). Data for controls were taken from a database of participants

composition, however there was no change in insulin sensitivity (Host

enrolled in other clinical research studies at our institution; although

et al., 2019). This could be secondary to chronic inadequately treated

chromosome analysis was not performed for controls, no controls had

hypogonadism or a mechanism independent from hypogonadism, but

microorchidism making undiagnosed KS extremely unlikely. These

given that the poor CM profile seems difficult to reverse in adulthood

participants were recruited from the local community and underwent

it is necessary to evaluate CM health in KS at a younger age.

the same study procedures. Inclusion criteria for both cases and con-

Although the literature is more scarce in pediatrics, CM differ-

trols included age 10–18 years and pubic hair Tanner stage of ≥2

ences seem to begin early in life for boys with KS. Previous work from

(i.e., pubertal). Exclusion criteria included a known diagnosis of diabe-

our group demonstrated that infants with KS have 15% higher adipos-

tes or inability to tolerate the study protocol. Each male with KS was

ity than healthy male controls at 5 months of age (Davis, Reynolds,

matched to one control based on age (within one year) and BMI

Dabelea, Zeitler, & Tartaglia, 2019). Ross and colleagues reported a

z score (within 0.35). For one participant with KS we were unable to

high prevalence of insulin resistance and CM risk features in 89 prepu-

find an appropriate control match and therefore he was not included

bertal boys with KS, although this was not compared to a control

in the analysis.

group (Bardsley, Falkner, Kowal, & Ross, 2011). Neither of these studies investigated whether these CM differences were secondary to
hypogonadism, obesity, or some other unique mechanism; however,

2.3
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Study procedures

androgen treatment in both these cohorts resulted in measurable differences in CM measures, particularly adiposity (Davis et al., 2017;

All participants had a physical exam by a physician for pubertal stag-

Davis et al., 2019). These childhood studies suggest that differences

ing based on Tanner criteria. Height and waist circumference were

in energy metabolism are already measurable in boys with KS at a

measured to the nearest 0.1 cm, weight to the nearest 0.1 kg, and

young age and may be modifiable.

blood pressure was measured in the seated position using an auto-

While there has been ample data confirming high CM risk in

matic sphygmomanometer. Z scores for height, weight, and body

adults with KS and emerging data in infants and prepubertal children,

mass index (BMI) were calculated from the 2000 CDC growth curves
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and waist circumference percentiles from NHANES III using the chi-

2.5
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Statistical analysis

ldsds package in R (Kuczmarski et al., 2002; Sharma, Metzger,
Daymont, Hadjiyannakis, & Rodd, 2015). Sex-, age-, and height-

Data were examined for normality and outliers. Missing data for the

specific blood pressure percentiles were calculated (Rosner, Cook,

20 subjects who did not have a fasting glucose measurement were

Portman, Daniels, & Falkner, 2008). Venipuncture was performed

excluded for the variable of hyperglycemia only. The primary outcome

fasting and in the morning whenever possible and included measure-

was defined as the presence of three or more CM features. Secondary

ment of serum total testosterone, liver enzymes and a cholesterol

outcomes included the presence or absence of each CM feature as

panel including triglycerides, low density lipoprotein (LDL), HDL, and

well as the continuous values for each of these variables. Descriptive

total cholesterol. In addition, 30 participants from the KS group and

statistics were used to summarize the sample population. Categorical

all controls had fasting blood glucose and hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c)

outcomes were compared between groups using the Fisher exact test

measured. Assays were performed by the University of Colorado

and risk ratios with 95% confidence intervals computed using the

Clinical Translational Research Core Laboratory, Children's Hospital

Koopman asymptotic score are presented. Paired t tests or Wilcoxon

Colorado clinical laboratory, and the University of Colorado Hospital

matched pairs signed rank test were used to compare continuous vari-

clinical laboratory using standard clinical platforms.

ables between groups. A subgroup analysis was then performed
between participants with KS who were on TRT and those who were
not. An alpha <0.05 was considered statistically significant. Analyses

2.4
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CM risk definition

were performed using RStudio Version 1.2.1335 and GraphPad Prism
version 8.00, GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, www.graphpad.com.

Given there is not an agreed upon definition of metabolic syndrome
for youth, we elected to apply criteria put forth by de Ferranti et al.,
which has been used previously for prepubertal youth with KS

3
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(Bardsley et al., 2011; de Ferranti et al., 2004). CM risk factors
included: elevated triglycerides defined as ≥100 mg/dl; low HDL cho-

A total of 50 adolescents with KS and 50 controls with an average

lesterol defined as <50 mg/dl for boys <14 years of age and <45 mg/

age of 14 years were included in this study. Table 1 shows demo-

dl for participants 15–19 years; elevated fasting blood glucose

graphic characteristics including age, race, pubertal stage, BMI, and

defined as ≥110 mg/dl; elevated waist circumference defined as

serum testosterone concentrations. The KS and control groups were

>75th percentile for age and sex; and elevated systolic blood pressure

well matched on age and BMI by design, though the KS group was

defined as >90th percentile for sex, age, and height (de Ferranti

less racially diverse and further along in puberty based on pubic hair

et al., 2004). The presence of these CM risk features was designated

assessment. Within the KS group, 24 (48%) were diagnosed with KS

as our primary outcome and absolute values for these CM measures

postnatally at a median age of 8.5 years (range 2–17 years) for rea-

were secondary outcomes.

sons including developmental delays (n = 13), learning disability
and/or behavior concerns in school age children (n = 7), pubertal

TABLE 1

Participant characteristics for Klinefelter syndrome (KS) and control groups

Age (years)

Controls (n = 50)

KS (n = 50)

p value

KS + T (n = 22)

KS – T (n ‑ 28)

p value +T vs. ‑T

14.0 ± 1.5

14.0 ± 1.7

.66

14.1 ± 1.8

13.9 ± 1.7

.61

.011*

Race/ethnicity, n (%)

.10

Non-Hispanic white

27 (54%)

41 (82%)

17

24

Black

3 (6%)

3 (6%)

0

3

Hispanic

9 (18%)

5 (10%)

4

1

Other/unknown

10 (24%)

1 (2%)

1

0

BMI (kg/m2)

20 (18, 25)

20 (18, 24)

.16

20 (18, 22)

20 (18, 24)

.74

BMI z score

0.36 ± 1.2

0.31 ± 1.3

.12

0.26 ± 1.11

0.35 ± 1.38

.80

Total testosterone (mg/dl)

192 (74, 446)

286 (108, 422)

.20

312 (203, 475)

208 (67, 400)

.047*

.012*

Pubic hair Tanner stage, n (%)

.012*

2

14 (28%)

9 (18%)

1 (5%)

8 (29%)

3

16 (32%)

8 (16%)

1 (5%)

7 (25%)

4

17 (34%)

19 (38%)

11 (50%)

8 (29%)

5

3 (6%)

14 (28%)

9 (40%)

5 (18%)

Note: Data are mean ± standard deviation (SD), median (25th, 75th percentile), or n (%).
*p < .05.
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Figure 2 also shows the results of the sub-group analysis of CM

1.8 (1.1-3.1)

Triglycerides

risk features in adolescents with KS who had received TRT (n = 22)

1.5 (1.2, 2.0)

HDL Cholesterol

and those who had not (n = 28). The prevalence of three or more CM

Unable to calculate

Hyperglycemia

risk features in the group who had received TRT was approximately

1.4 (0.8-2.3)

Waist Circ.

half of the prevalence in those who did not receive TRT (18 vs. 38%),

1.5 (0.5-4.7)

Hypertension

however, this did not reach statistical significance (p = .13). Those

1.4 (1.2-1.8)

1+ feature

who received TRT had significantly lower HDL cholesterol (p = .038)
1.8 (1.1- 2.8)

2+ features

and lower systolic blood pressure percentile (p = .033) than those who

2.5 (1.1-5.9)

3+ features

were not on TRT (Figure 3). There were no statistical differences by
TRT status in other continuous outcomes examined (Table 2).

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Relative Risk

F I G U R E 1 Risk of meeting cutoff criteria for cardiometabolic
(CM) risk features in adolescents with Klinefelter syndrome
(KS) compared to sex-, age-, and BMI-matched controls. The point
value represents the risk ratio (RR) and the error bars represent the
95% confidence intervals, with values >1 indicating an increased risk
in KS. RRs for hyperglycemia could not be calculated as no participant
in either group had a fasting blood glucose >110 mg/dl

4
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DI SCU SSION

In this study of CM health in adolescents with KS, we found a strikingly high prevalence of CM risk factors in adolescents with KS, with
30% having at least three CM risk factors representing a 2.5 greater
risk over their peers with similar BMI. In particular, adolescents with
KS had significantly higher fasting triglycerides, lower HDL cholesterol
and higher waist circumference than controls, whereas fasting blood

microorchidism (n = 3), tall stature (n = 1), and epilepsy evaluation

glucose and systolic blood pressure did not differ between groups.

(n = 1). None of the boys with KS were diagnosed due to cryptorchi-

Although most boys with KS had a BMI within the normal range, many

dism or micropenis. At the time of the study, 22 (44%) of the boys

CM features were positively correlated with BMI percentile. Partici-

with KS were on exogenous TRT with heterogenous formulations,

pants with KS on TRT were half as likely to have three or more CM

dosages, and duration of treatment. Of note, 41 (82%) had partici-

risk factors; however, this subgroup analysis was underpowered to

pated in randomized controlled trial of topical testosterone in early

reach conclusions.

puberty with 2:1 randomization to treatment, likely contributing to
advanced pubic hair development in some participants with KS.

Our results are congruent with previous studies on CM health in
boys and adult men with KS. A study published in 2011 on prepuber-

In the KS group, 48 boys (96%) had at least one CM risk feature

tal boys with KS found that 36% met criteria for two CM features

and 30% of participants with KS had three or more CM risk features,

using the same definition and 7% met criteria for three or more

compared to only 12% of controls (RR 2.5, 95% CI 1.1–5.9, p = .048).

(Bardsley et al., 2011). Various studies of adults with KS have found

Adolescents with KS were more likely to have high triglycerides

dramatically increased rates of metabolic syndrome as high as 50%

(RR 1.8, 95% CI 1.1–3.1, p = .039) and low HDL (RR 1.5, 95% CI

(Bojesen, Juul, et al., 2006; Bojesen, Kristensen, et al., 2006; Gravholt

1.2–2.0, p = .004, Figure 1). Table 2 shows the measures of central

et al., 2011; Ishikawa et al., 2008; Pasquali et al., 2013). Our results fit

tendency for CM risk features compared between the KS and control

well with these previous studies with nearly all adolescents with KS

groups. Triglycerides and waist circumference percentile were signifi-

having at least one CM risk feature and 30% having three or more.

cantly higher in the KS group (p < .001 for both), while HDL choles-

This suggests the risk of poor CM health begins early in life for boys

terol was significantly lower in the KS group (p = .006). Additional

with KS and increases with age (Figure 3).

clinically applicable CM features not classically included in the defini-

Previous studies have shown that central adiposity is especially

tion of metabolic syndrome are also shown in Table 2. Although

high in adults with KS and does not differ by TRT status, which is con-

fasting glucose was not higher in the boys with KS, HbA1c was signifi-

gruent with our findings of higher waist circumference percentiles in

cantly higher indicative of chronically higher blood glucose. AST was

adolescents with KS both with and without TRT (Bojesen, Kristensen,

higher in boys with KS; however, ALT was not different.

et al., 2006; Host et al., 2019). However, waist circumference is only a

Although BMI was within the normal range for the majority of

surrogate for truncal adiposity and rigorous assessments of body com-

participants, BMI z score was positively correlated with having three

position may be more sensitive to changes with TRT, as recently

or more CM risk features for both KS (r = 0.65, p < .001) and controls

found in an intervention study of 13 men with KS who had a signifi-

(r = 0.49, p < .001). BMI z score also strongly correlated with waist cir-

cant decrease in abdominal fat as measured by both CT and DEXA

cumference percentile for both groups (KS r = 0.92, p < .001 and con-

even though waist circumference did not change (Host et al., 2019).

trols r = 0.87, p < .001). Within the KS group only, BMI z score was

Furthermore, although regional adiposity measures were not

positively correlated with systolic blood pressure percentile (r = 0.50,

obtained, androgen treatment decreased total body fat in two differ-

p < .001) and triglycerides (r = 0.32, p = .03). Fasting glucose corre-

ent studies of prepubertal boys with KS (Davis et al., 2017; Davis

lated with BMI z score for controls only. HDL cholesterol did not cor-

et al., 2019). Given that abdominal adiposity is hypothesized to lead

relate with BMI z score in either group.

to insulin resistance via low-grade inflammation and other proposed
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TABLE 2
Continuous data for cardiometabolic (CM) risk features in adolescents with Klinefelter syndrome (KS) compared to controls, and by
testosterone (T) treatment status
p value KS vs. control

Controls (n = 50)

All KS (n = 50)

Triglycerides (mg/dl)

81 (49,103)

99 (75,155)

<.001***

HDL (mg/dl)

47 (38, 52)

41 (35, 46)

.006**

KS – T (n = 28)

p value +T vs. T

85 (67,136)

108 (84,162)

.09

39 (32, 43)

42 (38, 49)

.038*

KS + T (n = 22)

LDL (mg/dl)

82 (71–93)

83 (73–104)

.14

80 (73,106)

84 (73,104)

.86

Total cholesterol (mg/dl)

143 (131,157)

142 (131, 164)

.44

138 (126,160)

151 (138,169)

.14

Waist %ile

53 ± 33

62 ± 29

<.001***

60 ± 27

65 ± 30

.56

SBP %ile

60 ± 25

54 ± 29

.20

45 ± 25

62 ± 30

.033*
.09

DBP %ile

63 ± 24

55 ± 24

.14

48 ± 22

60 ± 25

Glucose (mg/dl)

86 (84, 89)

86 (81, 91)†

.39

88 (84, 93)††

84 (79, 90)††

†

††

.17

††

HbA1c (%)

5.1 (5.0,5.3)

5.4 (5.3,5.6)

<.001***

5.5 (5.4,5.7)

ALT (IU/L)

30 (22, 37)

31 (28,37)

.23

31 (28,37)

33 (28,35)

.87

AST (IU/L)

35 (24, 45)

42 (36,52)

.018*

43 (39,52)

41 (34,52)

.44

5.4(5.2,5.5)

.24

Note: Data are mean ± SD or median (25th, 75th percentile).
Abbreviations: ALT, alanine aminotransferase; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; HbA1c, hemoglobin A1c; HDL, high density lipoprotein; LDL, low density
lipoprotein; SBP, systolic blood pressure.
†
n = 30.
††
n = 14 treated and 16 untreated.
*p < .05,
**p < .01,
***p < .001.

**

60

KS+ TRT
80
*

60

40

20

3+ CM risk factors (%)

KS- TRT

Cardiometabolic Risk Trajectory in KS
(Pasquali et al. 2013)
(Bojesen et al. 2006)

40

(Isikawa et al. 2008)
Current study

20
(Bardsley et al. 2011)

0

F I G U R E 2 Prevalence of cardiometabolic (CM) risk features in
Klinefelter syndrome (KS) by testosterone replacement therapy (TRT)
status and controls
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F I G U R E 3 Prevalence of three or more cardiometabolic (CM) risk
factors in males with Klinefelter syndrome (KS)

mechanisms, further investigation into body composition as well as
inflammatory measures in youth with KS are needed as targeting adi-

differences in dietary intake or in cholesterol metabolism in KS, and

posity and its sequelae early may decrease the CM related morbidity

further research is needed to elucidate this. Although insulin resis-

in this population.

tance is widely reported in KS, no one in our study met the criteria for

Several previous studies have also described dyslipidemia in

hyperglycemia

based

on

the

definition

we

used

(fasting

adults with KS, which was also true of our adolescents with KS who

glucose>110 mg/dl). Importantly, we excluded individuals known to

had higher fasting triglycerides and lower HDL cholesterol compared

have diabetes and we did not evaluate for impaired glucose tolerance,

to controls (Bojesen, Kristensen, et al., 2006; Ishikawa et al., 2008).

which may be more representative of impaired insulin action than

This increased triglyceride to HDL ratio is a surrogate marker of insu-

fasting measures. Additional evaluation of glycemia in adolescents

lin resistance (Iwani et al., 2017). Dyslipidemia may also be due to

with KS is warranted. Finally, this study as well as previous studies
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have suggested the prevalence of hypertension in KS is similar to con-

moderate-to-vigorous physical activity should be emphasized for all

trols (Bardsley et al., 2011; Bojesen, Kristensen, et al., 2006).

boys with KS in accordance with recommendations for all children by

In this cross-sectional study it is not possible to determine the

the American Academy of Pediatrics (“Bright Futures: prevention and

pathophysiology of CM risk in KS, or speculate on what may improve

health promotion for infants, children, adolescents and their

CM health in this population. Due to the well-appreciated causal asso-

families,”, 2020). Future studies should rigorously examine the patho-

ciation of male hypogonadism and CM dysfunction, relative testoster-

physiology of the early CM differences in KS reported here.

one deficiency has been proposed as the underlying pathophysiology
in KS (Isidori et al., 2015; Traish et al., 2014). However, studies in
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